FORDIA WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM
INSTALLATION SCHEMATIC

FRESH WATER TANK

ARRIVAL OF DRILLING FLUIDS

CASING

BYPASS VALVE

DRILL RIG

EXIT TOWARDS THE TANK

8’ X 20’ INSULATED CONTAINER FOR TREATMENT OF WATER

PUMP

TREATED WATER

FILTER (OPTIONAL)

SETTLING TANK

SUSPENSION TANK

ARRIVAL OF DRILLING FLUIDS

EXIT FOR DRILLING SOLIDS TOWARDS EXTERIOR TANK

FILTER BASKET

EDDY WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM

TANK FOR FLOCCULANTS

FORDIA WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM

INSTALLATION SCHEMATIC

FORDIA.

RECOVERY PUMP

DRILLING FLUIDS OVERFLOW

MIXING TANK FOR ADDITIVES (OPTIONAL)

ENTRY

HEATING UNIT

8’

20’